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The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently sued an Internet marketing organization to make it stop
infecting consumers’ PCs with spyware.
According to the FTC, Seismic Entertainment Productions developed a scheme
that seized control of PCs nationwide,
infected them with spyware and other
malicious software, bombarded them with
a barrage of pop-up advertising for Seismic’s clients, exposed the PCs to security
risks, and caused them to malfunction,
slow down, and, at times, crash. Seismic
then offered to sell the victims an “antispyware” program to fix the computers,
and stop the popups and other problems
that Seismic had caused.

Unauthorized downloads
The FTC explained that Seismic bought
banner advertising on other companies’ Web
sites. The banners, on click or mouse over,
redirected users’ browsers to one of Seismic’s own Web sites. At that point, Seismic
used a security vulnerability in Internet
Explorer (IE) to download spyware onto the
users’ computers. IE’s default security setting configures browsers to generate a notification message whenever Web sites
attempt to download software, giving the
users the option to accept or reject the
download. However, it is possible to circumvent this feature of IE. Seismic’s system
permitted it to instruct IE to download the
spyware directly, without notifying the

user.That way, Seismic’s Web site automatically downloaded its spyware to users’ PCs
without their consent or even knowledge.

Browser hijacking
Once installed, the spyware replaced
the user’s home page setting with that for
a SeismicWeb site (the now defunct
www.default-homepage-network.com).
After that, whenever that page opened
(say, on starting up the browser), a cascade of pop-up ads for Seismic’s clients
(some of which were porn sites) would
appear. In addition, the spyware replaced
the IE search engine with a different one,
such as 7search.com, which is a pay-perclick search engine whose clients pay it
when it steers users their way.
Seismic’s spyware also installs additional spyware. The additional programs
create still more popups, monitor Internet
site that users visit, insert tool bars, collect
and transmit information, and create security holes. Resetting the default home page
is futile, because the spyware just automatically resets it to www.default-homepage-network.com the next time the user
opens the browser.

Selling users a cure for spyware
The final touch is that Seismic is an “affiliate” of, or has a client relationship with, Spy
Wiper (a.k.a. Spy Deleter). Consequently,
several of the popups that the spyware generates attempt to steer consumers to that
company to buy antispyware software. One
popup, for example, shows a large red stop
sign and this message:
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IMPORTANT SECURITY NOTICE
FROM SPY DELETER!
Is your computer suffering from
the any of the following symptoms:
• Has your browser’s START
PAGE changed?
• Are you seeing a recent
increase in annoying POP
UPS?
• Have PORN ads appeared in
your browser or e-mail?
• Has your computer been acting
weird lately?
• Is your Internet slower or even
crashing?
• Do you think your computer
may have a virus?
• Have new programs or toolbars
been added without your permission?
If your computer is experiencing
any of these symptoms … It is
almost certain that “spyware” has
taken over your computer, and the
problems will only get worse
quickly. Plus, your sensitive information like credit cards and all your
passwords can be retrieved by
criminals all around the world. This
is a very scary problem that needs
immediate attention! You NEED to
get this fixed now! Click on THIS
LINK FOR IMMEDIATE HELP and
your computer will be back to normal and secure again in just a few
minutes.

Another popup resembles a Notepad
document, superimposed on the browser screen. It states
If your NOTEPAD launched and is
displaying this message … Then
”spyware” programmers can
control applications on YOUR
computer and it is URGENT that
you download SPY WIPER immediately. Do not allow spyware programs to damage your insecure
computer!!

A third popup is associated with a Visu-

al Basic script program that causes the
door of the user’s CD drive to open, which
may be spooky but is actually harmless
(at least compared to the other problems).
The code makes Windows’ Media Player
issue a command causing the CD drawer
to slide out. The popup flashes this message as this occurs
FINAL WARNING!!
If your CD-ROM drive(s) open …
You DESPERATELY NEED to rid
your system of spyware popups
IMMEDIATELY!
Spyware programmers can control your computer hardware if
you fail to protect your computer
right at this moment!
Download Spy Wiper NOW!

The way that the affiliate-client relationship between Seismic and Spy Wiper
works is that if the user clicks on the link
and then buys a copy of Spy Wiper, out of
the $30 price, Spy Wiper pays Seismic
$13.50. Thus, Seismic first surreptitiously
gives you the disease (infects you with
spyware) and then tries to sell you the
medicine.

FTC sues
The FTC filed suit, presenting a litany
of consumer complaints that it had
received—PCs slowing to a crawl,
crashed PCs, lost data, hours spent trying to get rid of the spyware, and, in one
instance, an unskilled consumer’s deletion of critical operating system files in the
course of her attempts to remove the spyware, making the computer inoperable.
Other consumers became so frustrated
in trying to remove the spyware, which
kept reinstalling itself, that they bought
new PCs. Many consumers knuckled
under and bought Spy Wiper in the hope
of returning their computers to normal
operation. According to the FTC’s evidence, Seismic’s spyware increases a
computer’s risk of becoming infected with
viruses, worms, and Trojan horses, including programs that steal credit card information and other stored financial data.
In response to the claim that all of this

was a mere annoyance or petty nuisance,
the FTC relied on legal precedent that it
was empowered to protect the public
from even small individual harms if they
added up, in the aggregate, to a substantial total. Here, Seismic’s spyware
adversely affected schools, businesses,
libraries, and many individual consumers
across the US. The conduct thus violated
the antiunfair practices branch of the FTC’s
basic operating statute. (The FTC did not
charge a deceptive practices violation, the
other branch of the FTC’s statute.)
Based on these allegations, the FTC
sued Seismic in its home state, New
Hampshire. The agency asked the court
to order Seismic at once to remove from
its Web site the code that caused spyware to download onto consumers’ PCs.
The FTC also asked for an immediate
order that Seismic should tell the FTC the
identity of its affiliates and their relationship, so that the agency could follow up
on the rest of the spyware network and
root it out.
Seismic denied all wrongdoing. Its
lawyer said that the alleged practices
were common and that they have a legitimate place in the world of advertising. He
added, “Practices listed in the FTC’s
papers, such as changing default homepages and automatically uploading software, are practices in widespread use on
the Internet by many companies.” Seismic finally decided to consent to temporary injunctive relief along the lines that
the FTC demanded—perhaps, however,
on the ground that it would not make
much difference. Seismic has declared
bankruptcy, so the FTC may end up just
beating a dead horse.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch
Spy Wiper remains active and it
remains to be seen whether the FTC can
succeed in following the money trail from
Seismic and Spy Wiper’s other affiliates
to a “hub” of the spider web. In one of
the complaints to the FTC that led to its
filing its case against Seismic, the Washington, D.C.-based Center for Democracy
and Technology (CDT) urged the agency
continued on p. 100
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continued from p. 7
to hold the seller of Spy Wiper liable for
Seismic’s marketing tactics. According to
CDT, Spy Wiper should have known what
Seismic was doing to peddle Spy Wiper
software. Arguably, the situation is like
that of a used car lot and the salespeople
who sell its cars on a straight commission
basis. If the car lot proprietor knows or
should know that the salespeople turn
back the odometers, is that enough for liability? It probably is. Does it make a difference whether the salespeople are
employees or independent contractors?
It probably does not.
But how do you tie the illegal act to the
car lot proprietor? Obviously, actual collaboration in a common enterprise or
scheme would work. But the evidence
can’t always prove that link. That raises,
once again, the issue of vicarious liability
as in contributory infringement cases, or in
cases such as Napster and Grokster (See
Napster: A walking copyright infringement? IEEE Micro, Sept.-Oct. 2004, Nov.Dec. 2000).
When is one party properly charged
with responsibility for the wrongful conduct of another party?
What type of evidence would the FTC
need to hold Spy Wiper liable for Seismic’s
unfair practices?
Suppose that Seismic wrote its own
spyware programs, and the FTC cannot
show that Spy Wiper helped write them
or even told Seismic to write them. Suppose that the FTC cannot show that Seismic even told Spy Wiper that it was
posting spyware for covert downloading.
(Defendants do not always oblige plaintiffs by leaving smoking guns around.)
What type of evidence is likely to exist
showing that Spy Wiper must have
known? Would it be enough that it should
have looked at Seismic’s site and clicked
on the advertisements to see what was
going on? That seems to be CDT’s point.
Or is imposing that type of duty to
inquire asking too much of an Internet
marketer? (That is, how bona fide dumb
and ignorant can you be and still get
away with it?)
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Was there a deceptive practice?
In this case there may be a further
angle. Consider the pop-up ads, such as
the one that opens the door of the CD
drive. According to CDT, the Web page for
the popup contains the following script:

<script
LANGUAGE=”VBScript”>
<!—
Set oWMP =
CreateObject(“WMPlayer.OCX
.7” )
Set colCDROMs =
oWMP.cdromCollection
if colCDROMs.Count >= 1
then
For i = 0 to
colCDROMs.Count - 1
colCDROMs.Item(i).Eject
Next ‘ cdrom
End If
—>
</script>
The script uses the Eject function call of
the Windows Media Player (WMP) ActiveX control. Apparently, based on a limited
examination of Microsoft’s documentation
for the WMP interface, Eject is the only
hardware function that the script can execute. For example, the script does not permit a Web page to control the user’s
monitor, hard drive, printer, or similar hardware. Therefore, when the advertisement
claims “Spyware programmers can control
your computer hardware if you fail to protect your computer right at this moment!”
it is making a misleading statement to sell
Spy Wiper. That is, the speaker purports to
substantiate the claim of spyware dangers
with fake evidence. The fact that the CDROM drawer flies open is not proof that
spyware programmers can control your
computer hardware if you fail to protect
your computer right at this moment by buying Spy Wiper. The advertisement makes a
claim—at least an implied claim—that the
CD drawer fly out proves that the user has
a spyware problem, which causes the computer hardware to operate in a dangerous,
uncontrolled manner.
Is that a deceptive practice under sec-

tion 5 of the FTC Act? (Section 5 of the
FTC Act forbids both unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in the interstate marketing of goods and services. Many state
laws contain a similar prohibition.) The
FTC did not charge a deceptive practice in
this case.
On the one hand, the advertisement
uses false proof. By scaring technologically unsophisticated consumers with a
false demonstration, Seismic gets them
to buy Spy Wiper. Arguably, this deprives
them of the opportunity to shop around
and choose among other brands that
might better suit their needs—or at least
it deprives them of the opportunity to
shop in a market free of deception. Seismic is also creating an race-to-the-bottom
atmosphere, which places sellers not
engaging in such misleading demonstrations at a competitive disadvantage,
encouraging them to imitate Seismic’s
misleading practices.
On the other hand, spyware can do
some of the things that Seismic’s advertisement threatens, even if the CD drawer fly out does not prove that fact.
Moreover, the other programs that Seismic’s spyware has downloaded onto the
user’s PC might already fit that description. That is, Seismic might have downloaded malicious programs that will
“control your computer hardware if you
fail to protect your computer right at this
moment.” So the statement may well be
true even if the purported proof of it is
fake. It is a case of true lies.
Given these facts, so far the FTC has
elected not to claim that the conduct is
deceptive as well as unfair. But is that a
sound policy? In the case of Seismic,
probably the unfairness case is so strong
that an additional deceptive practices
charge is superfluous. But consider the
case of Spy Wiper, which as yet has gone
nowhere. Suppose, hypothetically, that
the FTC could not show Spy Wiper’s
responsibility for the use of the spyware
but could make out a colorable case of
responsibility for the fake CD drawer fly
out advertisement. That is a possible scenario, since it takes less inquiry on Spy
Wiper’s part to recognize (assuming tech-

nological sophistication) the demonstration’s fakery than to recognize the covert
downloading of spyware. Moreover, the
demonstration relates more closely to
Spy Wiper’s product than does the particular spyware. Under these facts, it
would perhaps be a deceptive practices
case or nothing.
Would the present FTC consider it in the
public interest to proceed against arguably
true lies, as contrasted with clearly false or
lying lies? In the Seismic case, the FTC
thought the practice so obnoxious that it
chose to proceed by way of a suit in US district court, where it could seek a preliminary injunction to stop the conduct
immediately. Usually, however, the FTC
brings an administrative proceeding. That
is slower, but it has the advantage of invoking the agency’s expertise in dealing with
such practices. (The first type of proceeding is before a generalist judge but the second is before agency officials supposedly
expert in dealing with such matters.
Because of this expertise, appellate courts
are supposed to give deference to an
agency’s ruling in such a proceeding.)
Therefore, the FTC could proceed administratively against Spy Wiper if it so chose,
and in that event its balancing of the public interest facts in deciding whether to permit true lies would have more weight than
if it sued in district court.
Before things ever got that far, however,
the FTC management (the five commissioners) would have to decide whether it
was in the public interest to proceed at all
against an incorrectly substantiated, but
nonetheless true, claim. In a July 1984
policy statement (www.ftc.gov/bcp/
guides/ad3subst.htm), the FTC stated
that it expects firms not to make claims
unless they have prior tests or other substantiation to support them. It also stated, however, “If available post-claim
evidence proves that the claim is true,
issuing a complaint against a firm that
may have violated the prior substantiation
requirement is often inappropriate, particularly in light of competing demands on
the Commission’s resources.” The FTC
added that it believes that this approach

What is spyware?
Although “spyware” is not a precisely defined term, most people feel that they know it when they
see it—or, unfortunately, when it infects their PC. In the study Measurement and Analysis of Spyware
in a University Environment (www.cs.washington.edu/homes/tzoompy/publications/nsdi/2004/
spyware.pdf), Saroiu, Gribble, and Levy of the University of Washington’s Department of Computer Science and Engineering define spyware as “software that gathers information about use of a computer, usually without the knowledge of the owner of the computer, and relays the information across
the Internet to a third party location.” We use that definition for the purposes of this article.
Saroiu, Gribble, and Levy identify several species of spyware, from highly toxic to relatively benign:
• Cookies. These are small devices stored on an individual user’s Web browser on behalf
of a Web server. Cookies are retrievable only by the Web site that initially stored them.
But because many Web sites use the same advertisement provider, the provider can
potentially track the behavior of users across many Web sites. Cookies are passive forms
of spyware. They contain no code of their own. They rely instead on existing Web browser functions implemented by browser code.
• Browser hijackers. This code attempts to change a user’s Web browser settings to modify items such as the start page, search functionality, and other browser settings. Hijackers can modify Windows registry entries or change browser preference files.
• Keyloggers. Code that records all of a user’s keystrokes, keyloggers can therefore find passwords, credit card numbers, and other sensitive information. They can also capture logs of
Web sites visited, instant messaging sessions, windows opened, and programs executed.
• Tracks. This software records information about actions the user has performed, listing, for example, recently visited Web sites, opened files, and programs. Other programs can use tracks to provide the information to interested third parties.
• Malware. Software such as worms, Trojan horses, and automatic phone dialers (which
attempt to connect users to expensive 900 number services, often at offshore longdistance-toll sites) are called malware. Some such programs capture PCs and use them
to disseminate bulk e-mail (spam). Zombie is the term for such a captured PC.
• Spybots. A spybot monitors user behavior, collects logs of activity, and transmits them
to third parties. Examples of collected information include fields typed into Web forms,
lists of e-mail addresses for use as spam targets, and lists of Web-sites visited.
• Adware. Software that displays advertisements based on the user’s current activity—socalled contextual advertising (“Challenging Search Engines and Pop-Ups Under Copyright Law—Part 3,” IEEE Micro, Feb.-Mar. 2004, pp. 6, 70-72), sometimes reporting
browsing behavior to a third party. Examples of adware are Gator (now Claria), eZula,
and WhenU (SaveNow).

Some forms of spyware can update themselves or automatically download new versions of
themselves. Self-updating might allow spyware firms to evade antispyware tools by avoiding specific characteristics contained within the databases of such tools. About 70 percent of the academic departments and other organizations tested within the University of Washington had at least
one host infected with spyware at the time of the study (late 2003). Another 2003 estimate put
the spyware infection level of the general PC population at 85 percent (web.njit.edu/
~bieber/CIS677F04/stafford-spyware-cais2004.pdf). Other very general information is available
at csdl.computer.org/comp/mags/ds/2004/06/o6001.pdf.

based on “discretionary factors will provide necessary flexibility.” It is left as an
exercise for the reader to figure out what
that means in specific cases.

For further information on this or any
other computing topic, visit our Digital Library at http://www.computer.
org/publications/dlib.
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